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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to summarize the research
on manuscript writing from the time it was introduced into
the United States in 1921 to the present time.
Writing is one of the basic skills used by every child
in the school and like other educational skills, it is sub-
ject to experiment and change. The current trend in the
teaching of handwriting seems to indicate the use of manu-
script writing in the primary eredes and cursive writing in
the grades beyond.
Thus the study proposes:
1. To analyze the research pertaining to manuscript
writing,
2, To determine the implications of the research
for teaching manuscript writing.

CHAPTER II
BRIEF HISTORY OF MANUSCRIPT WRITING
Some educators of today are watching the growing move-
ment in handwriting toward a disconnected, simplified form
of writing popularly called manuscript. Print-script, script
writing, and print-writing are all terms which have at some
time been ased to designate this modernized form of writing
originally used by the medieval scribes. The word print is
too often confused with the types of letters found in pub-
lished books and magazines. The word manuscript comes from
two Latin words meaning manual scribe which more closely
describes this new kind of writing.
The history of handwriting is long and Interesting,
Francis Moore says:^
It is true that the crude symbols of the dim
beginnings of written language could hardly be
counted on to suggest handwriting to most of us,
but the letters of the Roman alphabet, which is
our alphabet, had themselves assumed definite
form more than two thousand years ago. All the
letter forms that we use today have evolved from
the Roman Square Capitals, of which the inscrip-
tion at the base of the Trajan Column in Rome,
erected about A.D, 114, is still regarded as the
finest example.
1
Francis Moore. "Handwriting for the Broad-Edge Pen."
Ginn and Company, Boston, New York, (etc.) 19d6
,
p. 3.
<c
The type of writing has been influenced by the materials
available. These Roman Square Capitals were probably first
made in stone with a chisel which made it necessary to use
sharp angles and straight lines.
The scribes of the middle ages used the Roman forms of
letters but with the broad edge pen which they used it was
much easier to curve some of the angles and lines. Tt is
from this period in history that we get the term manuscript
and also some of our finest examples of handwriting. It was
during this period that the small letter alphabet was intro-
duced.
With the invention of the printing press the same form
of letters were reproduced in permanent metal and still re-
tained the name print. Because of the printing press, pro-
fessional scribes were no longer needed and their influence
on the informal, everyday handwriting of the people became
less and less. Up to this time all writing had been done
with the broad edge pen which had limited the style of
writing that could be used. The new art of copper plate en-
graving required a finer point and a smoother more flowing
type of letter which resulted in the cursive form of writing
still used by many today.
Miss M, M. Bridges of England was probably the first
person to recognize the need for reform in handwriting.
Using the writing of the fifteenth century scribes as a
c
model, she published a copy book in 1899 which was adopted
by the Parents National Education Union in Englaid, an organ-
ization for parents who taught their children at home. Her
book, however, gained little recognition. In 1913, Mr,
Edward Johnston, an illuminator, spoke to a group of teachers
in England, He illustrated his talk with samples of hand-
writing done before the introduction of copper plate engrav-
ing and aroused considerable interest. Two people in partic-
ular followed Mr, Johnston's suggestions. Miss S. A, Golds
of St, George the Martyr School, London, published a copy
book in 1919 called "A Guide to the Teaching of Manuscript
Writing", which emphasized the simplification of the original
letter forms, Mr, Graily Hewitt also emphasized the simple
letter form.s as well as the use of the straight edge pen,
James Shelley, a professor at Manchester University, England,
furthered the cause for manuscript writing through his
articles published in English journals.
In 1921 manuscript writing was introduced in the
United States in several private schools in both Boston and
New v'ork, Marjorie Wise introduced it at the Horace Mann
School at Columbia University in 1922, In 1924 it was in-
troduced into the Rronxville Public Schools at the suggestion
of Frank R, Chambers who was then President of the Board of
Education,^ He also persuaded the clerks in his firm to
^Willard W. Beatty. "Manuscript Vritirp : An Effective
Tool for Adult Life." Nations Schools, 18:30-32 (September
1932) p. 51.
c
use manuscript writing and found a fifty percent reduction
of errors in the recording of names and addresses. The use
of manuscript writing in the United States, however, has
been chiefly confined to the Primary grades, Be&tty says:-^
'/Thile the English Schools that introduced
the new form accepted it in many instances as a
substitute for the cursive script of an older
generation, many American schools assurrBd that
the use of mamscript writiing should merely pre-
cede the introduction of the cursive form.
The people of the United States seem reluctant to substitute
manuscript writing completely until enough research has been
done to prove its superiority.
1
Op. cit,, pp. 20-31.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OP THE RESEARCH PERTAINING
TO MANUSCRIPT WRITING
There seems to be a need for organizing and classify-
ing the literature on manuscript writing to determine what
research has been done and to determine the implications of
this research for the teaching of handwriting. Many ad-
vantages have been claimed for manuscript writing. The dis-
advantages do not seem to be as numerous. This chapter con-
sists of a summary of the available research to date on
eight aspects of manuscript writing. These are (1) Ease of
Learning, (2) Legibility, (3) Speed, (4) Influence on Be-
ginning reading, (5) Influence on Spelling, (6) Influence
on written expression, (7) Influence on the ability to read
handwriting, and (8) Current practices in manuscript writing,
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The Term manuscrip t writing has been chosen here as
most accurate and descriptive of the modernized type of
writing used by the medieval scribes, which is based on
unjoined letters made up of circles or part circles and
straight lines.
The Term cursive writing will be used to designate
the style of running handwriting used by many adult s today
in which the letters of each word are connected.

EASE OF LEARNING
One of the points frequently quoted as an advantage of
manuscript writing is the ease with v\^ich it can be learned
in relation to the traditional cursive style of hanawriting.
Supporting evidence for this claim appears in much of
the material reviewed for this report. Freeman''' in a report
for the National Society for the Study of Education Yearbook
writes the following:
Many changes in style of writing and
method have been made during the past twenty-
five years to make the initial stages of
writing easier, including blackboard writing,
writing with crayon or soft lead pencils, em-
ploying a combined movement instead of a mus-
cular movement, aid finally, beginning with
manuscript writing. 'AHiether these changes
make writing sufficiently easy for the first
grade child can be judged, at present, only
on the basis of observation.
2Annie Moore makes the following statement in relation
to the ease of learning manuscript writing at the primary
level
:
One noticeable advantage of this approach
to writing is that children can really use it
very early in connection with affairs that are
important to them and they can readily secure
very good results.
Prank N. Freeman. "Language: The Development of
Ability in Handwriting." National Society for the Study of
Education
. 38th Yearbook Part I, p. 255-60
2
Annie Moore. The Primary School
.
Houghton-Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1925, p. 192
<4
Conard,"^ in a report on the growth of manascript
writing in the United States makes this statement:
Since young children have a short interest
span and early become discouraged in any learn-
ing which requires continuous practice, manu-
script writing fits more readily into their re-
quirements because it is more easily and quickly
learned than any other type of writing.
2Reeder quotes the opinion of the teachers at the
Horace Mann School when she says:
The universal testimony of the Horace
Mann Teachers is to the effect that their
(the children's) first attempts are far more
legible and more satisfying to both them and
their teachers.
After seven years of observing the ase of manuscript
writing as a Primary Supervisor, Jennie Walhert found that
there were no failures in manuscript writing and that it
helped to stress the value of satisfaction instead of failure
in the early years of school.
4Freeman, in an article on the evaluation of manuscript
writing, found that experiment, trend of practice, and
1
Edith U, Conard. "Growth of Manuscript Writing in
the United States" Childhood Education. lltlVO-lV^t,
January, 19 35
Edwin H. Reeder. "An Experiment with Manuscript
Writing in the Horace Mann School" Teachers College Record
28:255-260, November 1926
3
Jennie Walhert. "Manuscript Writing" Childhood
Education. 8:517-519. June 1932
Prantc N. Freeman. "Evaluation of Manuscript Writing"
Elementary School Journal. 36:446-455. February 1936

opinion of those who have used it indicate manuscript writing
as preferable for beginners. In relation to making a change
from manuscript to cursive writing, he says that the advantage
of ease of learning is lost if it is not continued long enough
for the child to write readily.
General claims in relation to the ease of learning man-
uscript writing have been made in several reports. Outright"^
states as one of six claims made for manuscript writirig that
it is easier to learn.
Under claims most frequently mentioned in favor of
2
manuscript writing, Voorhis found that it is easier to learn,
reduces eye strain, and is easier to write, thus reducing
physical strain,
3
Patty Hill in her introduction to Marjorie Wise's book
makes almost the same statement. She says that it is held
that children learn manuscript writing with greater ease and
speed, and that it cuts down fatigue and can be Introduced
much earlier,
1
Prudence B, Outright. "Script Print and Beginning
Reading and Spelling." Elementary School Journal. 13:139-141
April 1936
2
Thelma Voorhis. The Relative Merits of Cursiv e and
Manusc ript Writing. BureSir~or Publlcatl6hS of Teachers
College, Columbia University of Lincoln School of Teachers
College 1931
3Marjorie Wise. On the Technique of Manuscript Writing
with an Introduction by Petty Smith Hill . Charles Scribner's
Sons 1924

C, W. Kimmons , chief inspector of the London City
Council also claims that manuscript writing is eas;y to
acquire. He makes the statement that there are no failures
because all children can acquire it.
2Lucia Keim of the Germantown Friends Schools in Penn-
sylvania gives four chief recommendations for manuscript
writing. Three of them are:
1. Better results with young children
2. Less fatigue
3. Easier with poor muscular control
Three sirveys which were reviewed showed that teachers
and supervisDrs feel that manuscript writing is learned with
greater ease than cursive writing.
3William Cowan made a survey of the experimental "bases
and usage of manuscript writing in the elementary schools of
California. He states the purpose under five points.
1
Marjorie Wise. Op. cit.
2
Lucia Keim. "Present Status and Significance of
Manuscript Writing" Journal of Educational Research
24:115-126 September 1931
3
Audly William Cowan. "Manuscript Writing: Its
Experimental Bases aid its Usage in the Elementary Schools
of California." Leland Stanford Junior University.
Master's Thesis 1939
I
1, To ascertain the present usage of manuscript
writing in the public elementary schools of .
California.
2, To discover which manuals are being used.
3, To ascertain the number of schools teaching
cursive writing exclusively, manuscript writing
exclusively, teaching manuscript writing ana
transfering to cursive writing.
4, To compare opinions held by supervisors with ex-
perimental evidence on advantages and disadvantages.
5, To get the opinion of supervisors as to what would
be a desirable practice in handwriting.
He sent out three hundred questionnaires and got a two-thirds
return. In the results, he states that the answers bearing
upon alleged advantages and disadvantse:es of manuscript
writing show that the opinions of supervisors substantiate
almost entirely the available experimental evidence. Among
the advantages he lists are:
1. Easier to learn
2. Causes less f&tigue
3. Less eye strain
4. Easier for immature muscles
Wilma Giles'^ d id a similar s jrvey in the rural schools
of Iowa. Under advantages given by teachers she finds:
^Wilma B. Giles. "Mamscript 'Vriting in the Rural School
of Iowa." Master's Thesis, Iowa 1940
1
(
1. Unjoined letters are easier to make
2, Easier for the child to learn
3, Easier to teach
4. Better for the physically nervous or handicapped
child.
Heese"^ of the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa,
sent out a questionnaire to educators in South Africa and
also reviewed the research from the United States. He drew
his conclusions from both sources. Under ease of learning
he states that ninty-two percent answered yes. Under the
statement that manuscript causes less physical strain 5Q,&%
answered yes, 35.1^ answered no, and 28,l^didn't know,
2
In 1936 Drohan sent out questionnaires to ninty-three
superintendents of public schools in cities of 100,000 and
over in every state of the United States. 367 other cities
were selected arbitrarily. Of the 460 questionnaires sent
out, 3^6 were returned. She states two purposes:
1. To get the opinion of those with actual experience
2, To obtain the results of other experiments.
i
J. Dev. Heese. "Manuscript Writing in South African
Schools" Journal of Educational Research 40:161-177
^lovember 1946
2
Gertrude Drohan. "The Extent of the Use of Manuscript
Writing or Print Script." Elementary English Review
,
13:287-290 December 1936
ii
Following are a few of the nine advantages and the namber of
superintendents who checked them:
1. Unjoined letters are easier to make - 90
2. Easier to teach - 78
3. Better results - 83
Closely allied with the ease of learning is the ease
with which manuscript writing can be seen, or its value to
the sight saving child. No direct research seems to have
been done but Dr. Beach"^ preset ts information which would
seem to support the evidence that manuscript writing does
have value for the sight saving class. In trying to work out
a more effective way of detecting astigmatism in testing a
person's eyes, he found that the angles of the maltese cross
will blur before any change can be seen on the reading chart.
This was done by means of photographs taken with an astig-
matic lens. He states that the first and greatest change
in vision takes place at the acute angles.
2Emma Grill a teacher of a sight saving class refers
to this information and comes to the following conclusion:
Therefore, taking the results of Dr. Beach's
tests as a basis, it would seem a most natural
Dr, S. Judd Beach. "The Best Type of Refraction"
American Joarnel of Orphamology , March 1928, p, 209
Erma G, Grill, "Manuscript Writing and its value to
the Sight Saving Child" Educational Method, 9:407-12
April 1930

conclusion that manuscript writing, based as it
is on circles and straight lines and with a lack
of acute angles, would be the most ideal writing
for the child with seriously defective vision,
Resea rch seems to substantiate the claim that manuscript
writing is easier to learn at almost every age level.
Hildreth"^ found that it was easier for the kindergarten
child. She did an experiment vi th 26 kindergarten children
who had had no formal writing. She gave each child two mim-
eographed sheets with the sentence "See my dog" written with
Capitols two inches high and small letters one inch high.
One sheet was written in manuscript writing and the other
was written in cursive writing. She asked each child to copy
both mimeographed sheets. In her results she found:
1, Number of manuscript letters correct - 180
2. Number of cursive letters correct - 30
3, Number of manuscript words correct - 59
4. Number of cursive words correct - 5
2
At the first grade level, Jennie Walhert did an ex-
periment on the ease of learning manuscript writing. The
statement of her experiment was "is manuscript writing an
easier tool than cursive writing for beginning first grade
children?" In carrying out her experiment ±i e paired the
1
Gertrude Hlldreth, "Copying Manuscript artl Cursive
Writing" Childhood Education, 13:127-8 November 1936
2
Jennie Walhert. Cp , clt.

children in several first grade rooms as follows:
1, The controlled group using cursive writing
A. Two rooms of Italian children
B, Two rooms of American children
2. The Experimental group using manuscript writing
A. Two rooms of Italian children
B. Two rooms of American children
The children were given a test every Monday from November 29
to December 20, The children copied the content only once.
The teachers held three conferences in order to assure uni-
form procedures in each room. The interpretation of the 124
tests shov/ed three conclusions:
1. There are no failures in manuscript writing
2. Children improve in legibility more quickly
3. . Mental and chronological ages do not enter
into the problem of handwriting,
Selma Hlll"^ through her experiment on the comparison
of cursive and manuscript writing as it affects language
problems in grades one through three states as one of her
conclusions that in terms of the use made in written ex-
pression, manuscript writing is more rapidly learned then
cursive writing, A complete ststement of her experiment
and procedure may be found under the Topic Influence on
written composition,
^Selma B, Hill, "Comparisons of Cursive and Manuscript
Writing as it Affects Language Problems in the Primary Grade
Masters Thesis, Iowa, 1937

i7
Gates and Brown"^ did an experiment on the Experimental
Comparisons of Print Script and cursive writing in grades
one through six. The sources of their data were the children
in grade one through six at Public School number 166 in Man-
hattan, New York from February 9 to June 10. Four tests
were given in which the children were asked to:
1. Write as you usually do
2, Write as well as you can
3. Write as you usually do
4, Write as fast as you csn
The children in grade one wrote the sentence "A boy and
a dog." The children in grades two through six wrote the
sentence "The big fox jumps quickly over the lazy brown dog."
They found that children in grade one who were taught manu-
script had a slight advantage in quality from the beginning
to the end wi th a slight increase in superiority at the end.
In speed of learning, they found that children develop rapid-
ly from the beginning in speed of print writing whereas they
are unable to make substantial progress in cursive writing
until at least a month and a half of practice. In the
summary, they state that print script is learned more rapid-
ly in grade one.
1
Arthur I. Gates, Helen Brown. "Experimental Compari-
sons of Print Script and Cursive Writing." Journal of
Educational Research 20:1-14 January 1929
L
An experiment on manuscript writing and reading was
done by Houston^ using two first grades. The data on his
report will he found under the section on Influence on
Beginning Reading. In his conclusion, he writes:
It is realized that positive conclusions
should not he drawn from any experiment in
which time and the number of participants are
limited. It is believed, however, that the
results point toward an advantage for manu-
script writing in initiating writing. The
results show distinctly that during the first
three months pupils can master manuscript
writing more readily than they can learn
cursive.
Experimental work was done by Crider^ on the adaptabili
ty of pupils to manuscript writing. Manuscript was adopted
in grades one through six and taught for three and a half
years. In 1929 a survey was made in those schools to deter-
mine what effect the change from manuscript to cursive
writing had on the child in grades one through six. A
sample of each child's writing was taken and marked on the
number of letters per minute and on the quality of writing
as determined by the average of three independent judgments
based on the Conard handwriting scale. Due to the fluctuat-
ing population, there were children in every grade with
degrees of practice on manuscript writing ranging from 0,5
years up to 3.5 years. It was found by charting the rate of
Harry Houston. "Manuscript Writing and Progress in
Reading." Elementary School Journal . 39:116-118, October
1938. p. 117.
Blake Crider. "Adaptability of Pupils to Manuscript
Writing.
"
Elementary School Journal 32:617-622 April 1932

gain for speed and quality of children in the same grade
with training in manuscript writing varying from 0,5 years
to 5.5 years that those with little or no training in writing
manuscript rise quickly to the level of speed and quality
of those who have had 3.5 years training.
In sumjnary he states:
With previous training in cursive writing
plus general maturity in muscular control and
coordination, a child can readily acquire a
reasonable quality and rate in manuscript writing.
The two following studies seem to indicate that manu-
script can toe easily learned at the adult level.
Conard and Offerman-*- in their experimental work on the
speed and quality of manuscript writing as learned toy adults
came to the following conclusion on the ease with which
adults learn manuscript writing. A full report of their
experiment will toe found under the section on Speed,
The atoove findings concerning rhythm and
pauses are established facts in the ease of
good writers in carsive. The findings herewith
indicate that manuscript writing is a type of
writing which may toe easily and quickly acquired.
Hence, if the above gain can be made in a short
time with adults, children, whose writing habits
are not so well established should show a more
rapid gain.
1
Edith U. Conard, Elizabeth J. Offerman. "A Test of
Speed and Quality in Manuscript Writing as Learned by Adults"
Teachers College Record
. 31:449-676 February 1930, p. 467

A study on 32 memlDers of a college class was done by
Eady"^. The statement of his problem was: 'Vith what accuracy,
speed, ease of performance, and attitude of the learner, can
adults learn a new kind of cursive and manuscript writing.
Thirty-two members of a college class received eight weeks
of training in each type. One week of drill was given on
cursive writing followed by ten fifteen minute arills and
a study of the oral letters, capitol stem letters, and loop
letters. On the manuscript writing the alphabet was intro-
duced and one week was spent at the blackboard studying
letter formation, strokes, spacing, and alignment. The re-
mainder of the time was spent on individual help. Tests were
given at the beginning and after four weeks. In the results
he states:
1. Every subject's sample score in manuscript
writing was higher than his sample score in
cursive writing.
2. In manuscript writing, the subjects progressed
more in speed during the first three weeks of
training than they did in the same number of
practice periods in cursive writing.
3. The majority of subjects reached a higher degree
of efficioicy both in quality and speea in manu-
script writlne- than they did in cursive writing,
^William V. Eacly. "A Comparative Study of Learning in
Manuscript and Cursive Writing." Masters Thesis East Texas
State Teachers College 1957
ii
LEGIBILITY
It has "been shown by the experimental evidence presented
in the preceeding section that manuscript writing seems to
be easier to learn. The legibility of the finished work is
closely related to the ease with which the work can be done.
Part of the value of manuscript writing for the sight saving
class is its legibility, Patty Hill"^ in her Introauction to
Marjorie Wise's book puts the two together when she says
"Manuscript writing produces more rapid learning and far
more beautiful, accurate and legible writers in a shorter
time."
Supporting evidence seems to show th&t manuscript
2
writing is more legible than cursive writing, Voorhis
finds under claims most frequently mentioned that
1. Tt is more legible
2. More pleasing to read
3. Neatness and legibility of style have a
definite transfer to other written work,
4. Legible letters form a basis for cursive
writing if a transition is desired.
i
Marjorie Wise. Op. cit,
,
p. 108
2
Thelma Voorhis. Op. cit.. Introduction
((
Griffiths-'- states in the summary of her report that
manuscript writing is more legible than cursive writing
at the same level of progress.
In her article on the Case for Manuscript Writing, i
2Howard lists the following claims:
1. Ease and legibility from the start
2. Easier to arrange the woric on the page
3. Superior because of legibility and beauty
Surveys and questionnaires seem to show the same re-
3
suits. Freeman found that supervisors of school systems
4
stated that it was more legible, Heese, whose questionnaire
procedure was summarized in the previous section found that
the data did not warrant answering whether manuscript writ-
ing was more legible than cursive writing.
G-iles*^ and Cowan in their surveys of the Iowa and
California schools respectively both found that manuscript
writing was considered more legible.
^Nellie L. Griffiths. Manuscr ipt Writing-- Its Advantages
How to Teach it . Hall and McCreary Company, Chicago 1937
^Margarette E. Howard. "The Case for Manuscript '.Vriting"
Elementary English Review
. 14«L77-8 May 1947
Prank N. Freeman, op. cit. p. 446-455
4
J. DeV. Heese. op, cit. p. 461-477
Wilma B. Giles, loc. cit.
g
Audley 'J'/illiam Cowen. loc. cit.
1*
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Marion Lewry"^ recommends manuscript writing for the
primary grades beca'ase of legibility, simplicity, and
similarity to the printed forms, Lewry did a study on
the correlation of manuscript writing and the type of print
used in primary readers. She found that many older readers
were set in a type having serifs. She also found that the
type of print used in the telephone directory is without
serifs and was selected after careful study for maximum
visibility, quickest recognition, and a minimum of errors.
This type of print is called the Bell Gothic type ana is
not made in a larger size. The nearest type like it in a
larger size is the Spartan type which is used by the Allyn
2
and Bacons Quinlan Readers.
Research on legibility at the kindergarten level has
5been done by Hildreth. Although the scope of her research,
which was presented in the previous section, was limited her
results showed rather decisively that manuscript is more
legible than cursive under those concltions.
At the first grade level Houston^ also found a definite
advantage in legibility of manuscript writing as compared
1
Marlon Lewry, "Improvirr Manuscript Writing in the
Primary Grades." Elementary School Jpurnal . 47:508-515
May 1947
2The Quinlan Basal Primary Readers written by Mary Banle
Quinlan and published by Allyn and Bacon
3
Gertrude H. Hildreth. op. cit. p. 127-8
4
Harry Houston, op. cit. p. 116-118
<
with cursive writins-. The conditions of his experiment
were presented under the preceedine section Ease of Learning,
The manuscript writing group was tested for legibility in
December and found to have an average score of 54.4. In May
they were tested again and found to have an average score of
63,2. The cursive writing group had an average score of '^2.3
in December and 57.0 in May, Although the cursive writing
group gained more in legibility, they did not overtake the
score of the manuscript writing group,
Walhert"^ also did an experiment with first grade children
which is written up under the section on Ease of Learning,
Through the interpretation of the 124 tests which were given
she found that children using manuscript writing improve in
legibility more quickly than chilaren who are taught to use
cursive writing.
2In grades one through six Gates and Brovm worked on
experimental comparisons of manuscript and cursive writing.
They found from the four samples of handwriting which they
obtained from each of the children in the six grades that in
quality the pr int script writ ers showed a small advantage
from beginning to end with a slight Increase in superiority
at the end.
'Jennie Welhert. op, cit. p. 517-519
2
Arthur Gates and Helen Brown. op. cit, p. 1-14
I
Crider ' s"^ experiment was similar to the work of Gates
and Brown in methoa of procedure. However, Crider was word-
ing with a very transit population so that there were pupils
in each of the six grades who haa had anywhere from one half
a year to three and one-half years training in manuscript.
He wanted to know whether or not a child in any of the
first six grades can learn manuscript writing easily and
with a fair degree of legibility and without detrimental
effects. He also found through samples of handwriting that
a child can acquire with ease a fair degree of quality and
legibility in manuscript writing.
p
In 1930 Olive Turner experimented with the comparative
legibility and speed of manuscript and cursive writing in
grades two through six. The purpose of her study was to
show on the basis of objective measurement the relative
legibility and rate of production of two forms of handwriting,
manuscript and cursive. She also used samples of hanawrit-
ing as a basis for her experiment. The number of samples
taken from each grade were as follows:
Cursive writing samples from the public schools in
Kalamazoo, Michigan:
Grade II - 17 samples
Graae III - 20 samples
Grade IV - 24 samples
Grade V - 18 samoles
1
Blake Crider. op. clt. p. 61'7-622
Olive G. Turner. "The Comparative Leeibility and Speed
Jf^ye jgggript Writing" El ementary School Journal. 30:780-66
-25-

A corresponding number of samples in manuscript writing
were taken from the schools in Paw Paw, Michigan, For grade
six 36 samples of cursive handwriting and 36 samples of man-
uscript writing were taken from the public schools in
Winnetka, Illinois, The reaaing time for each sample deter-
mined by the degree of legibility. This was done by taking
alternate samples of manuscript writing and cursive writing
and reading them upside down in a mirror. Legibility was
also measured by the number of flashes required to read letter
combinations. The written material on each sample was differ-
ent. In her conslusions she states:
1, In legibility manuscript writing had a signi-
ficant margin of superiority as compared with
cursive writing. This margin is due to the
independence of the letters, good spacing be-
tween words, and economy in line space.
She also states:-^
Experience in the reading of the specimens
indicates that the legibility of cursive
writing is affected to a greater extent
by the deterioration of quality than is
the legibility of manuscript writing,
2 3
-At the adult level Conard and Qfferman and Eady have
done experimental work in relation to the qualities and
i
Olive G. Turner. op, cit, o, 782
2
Edith Conard and Elizabeth Cfferman. op. cit. p, 449-467
\llliam V. Eady. on. cit.

legibility of manuscript writing. Both of these reports
were discassed. in the preceeding section.
By studying the movement of the hand of four subjects
as they learned manuscript writing and the resulting samples
of their handwriting, Conard and Offerman-^ found that all of
them improved in quality in the short time allowed for the
experiment. One thing they found through the sample of
each subject's ordinary cursive writing taken at the end
of the experiment seemed worth mentioning.
Another factor worth noting is that the
learning of manuscript writing did not destroy
the cursive form, but, on the contrary, tended
to improve the legibility of the original form.
Eady carried out his experiment by teaching a class of
32 college students manuscript writing and a new kind of
cursive writing. He found that the majority of the subjects
reached a higher degree of efficiency both in quality and
speed in manuscript writing than they did in cursive writing.
1
Edith Conard and Elizabeth Offerman, op. cit. p. 467

SPEED
The research which has been done on the relative speed
of cursive and manuscript writing has produced conflicting
evidence. The supporting evidence seems to indicate that
1
manuscript writing is slower than cursive writing. Wise
states
:
One reason why speed appears to come
more naturally to manuscript writing is
probably that the words with separate letters
are more suitable for rhymic purposes than
words with joined letters.
Outright^ states unaer six claims commonly made for
manuscript writing that it is just as rapid as cursive
writing, Voorhis"-* mentions under claims for manuscript
writing that manuscript writing can be written as rapidly
as cursive. She also found that opponents of manuscript
writing feel that it is slow and less fluent. Patty Hill'^
in her Introduction to Marjorie Wise's book states unaer
disadvantages that there is a loss of fluency and speed
MarjorieWise. "Manuscript Writing." Progressive
Education, 5:108-10, April- June 1928.
Prudence B« Outright. "Script Print and Beginning
Reading and Spelling." Elementary English Review .
13:139-41 April 1936.
Thelma Voorhis. The Relative Merits of Cursive and
Manuscript Writing
. Bureau of Publications of Teachers
College, Columbia Universit
College, New York City, 193
y for Lincoln School of Teachers
4
T'arjorie Wise. "On the Technique of Manuscript Writing
with an Introduction by Patty Hill. "Charl es Scribner Sons 192^
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when manuscript writing is used, Preeman"^ found, that in
the opinion of supervisors of school systems that manu-
script writing is probably slow.
Questionnaires and Surveys seem to indicate that super-
visors and teachers feel that manuscript writing is slower
and less fluent than cursive writing.
On her questionnaire sent out to 93 superintendents
p
Drohan found that 33 of them felt that manuscript writing
3is slower than cursive writing. Cowan in his survey of
the experimental bases and usage of manuscript writing in
the public schools of California listed under disaavantages
the fact that manuscript writing was slower and less fluent.
4
In her survey of the rural schools of Iowa, Giles found
that manuscript writing was considered slower than cursive
1
Frank: N. Freeman, "Evaluation of Manuscript Writing"
El ementary School Journal , 36:446-55, February 1936
2
Gertrude Drohan. "Extent of the Use of Manuscript
Writing or Print Script" Elementary Engli sh Review ,
13:287-90
3
A. William Cowan, Manuscript Writing ; Its Experiment-
al Bases and its Usage in the Elementary Schools of Calif-
ornia , Leland Stanford Junior University. Master's Thesis
1940
4
Wilma B. Giles. Ma nuscript Writing in the Rural
Schools of Iowa. Master's Thesis 1940
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writing. Lucia Keim in her work on the present status and
significance of manuscript writing found, that speed tests
were not conclusive.
Research on the comparative speed of manuscript and I
cursive writing shows varied conclusions for the different
age levels.
While doing research on manuscript writing and progress
2in reeding, Houston found evidence on the relative speed
of manuscript writing at the first grade level. The de-
tails of his research are written up under the section on
Influence on Beginning Reading. He equated two first grades
on the basis of chronological age, mental age, and intelli-
gent quotient. The experimental factor was manuscript
writing which was taught to one of the first grades. The
experiment was begun in October. In May the children were
asked to copy the sentence "We like to play." from the
blackboard three times and the number of letters written
per minute was determined. The average for the manuscript
writing group was 25.3 letters per minute and the average
number of letters written per minute for the group that was
using cursive writing was 22.0 letters per minute.
^Lucia S. Kelm. "Present 3tat\i3 and Significance of
Manuscript Writing." Journa l of Educational Research 24:
115-126 September 1931
Harry Houston. "Manuscript Writing end Progress in
Readlno-. " Elementary School Journal
.
39:116-18 October
1938

Gates and. Brovm in their work on experimental comparisons
of print script and cursive writing, which ' more fully
discussed unaer the section on Ease of Learning found a
definite gain in speed of manuscript writing could be made
but that- it came comparatively hard. They worked with
children in grades one through six ana found that children
develop rapidly from the beginning in speed with manuscript
writing but are unable to make substantial gains with
cursive writing for the first month and a half. In com-
parison with incidental learning of cursive writing with
systematic training in print script, they come to the
2
following conclusion:
These data point very strongly toward the
conclusion that while the speed of print script
can be increased to a very high level the gain
comes comparatively hard. Cursive writing lenas
itself more readily to fluency. Vith little
attention, cursive writing yields a speed greater
than that secured by strenuous, highly motivated
drill in print script in grades four through six.
While working 'yith children in grades one through six
who had had varying degrees of training in manuscript writ-
ing, Crider compared the scores of children who were just
1
Arthur I. Gates and Helen Brovrn. "Experimental Com-
parisons of Print Script and Cursive Writing." Journal of
Educati onal Research. 20:1-14 January 1929
^Ibid.
, p. 9
*^Blake Crider. "Adaptability of Pupils to Manuscript
Writing" Elementary School Journal 32:617-622 April 1932

beginning to learn manuscript writing with chilaren in the
same grade who had had up to three and a half years of train-
ing in manuscript writing. He found that the children with
no training in manuscript writing rise quicicly to the stand-
ard of the children who have had three and a half years
training in manuscript writing for "both speed and quality.
At the intermediate level, Clive Turner-^aid a study
which was presented under the section Legibility on the
comparative legibility and speed of manuscript handwriting.
Her purpose was to show on the basis of objective measurement
the relative legibility and rate of production of two forms
of handwriting, manuscript and cursive. She worked with
children in grades two through six. She states in her
results
:
In rate of production manuscript writing
exceeded the norms established for the grades
studied, except grade two. While consider-
able variation was shown in the rate of pro-
duction of manuscript writing, there was a
constant increase up to, though not inclusive
of, grade six.
At the fourth aid fifth grade level, Edwin Reeder
did an experiment at the Horace Mann School to determine
1
Olive G, Turner, "The Comparative Legibility and Speed
of Manuscript Writing." El ementary School Journal 30:780-86
June 1930
^Ibid. p.
Edwin H, Reeder. "An Experiment with Manuscript Writ-
ing in the Horace Mann Sr»hool" Teachers College Record
28:255-60 November 1926
33L

the relative speed of manuscript writing. The statement
of his problem was:"^ Can manuscript writing be speeded up
in the fourth and fifth grades so that it equals or approxi-
mates the norms set for those grades?"..
The scope of his experiment was four fourth grades
and three fifth grades. All of the children in the fourth
grade used manuscript writing. One of the fifth grades used
manuscript writing, one used cursive writing, and the third
fifth graae was divided in half, one group using manuscript
writing and one group usins cursive writing.
The experiment was startea on January fifteenth and
ended on April thirtieth. The teachers were requestea to
spend fifteen minutes a day, three days a week on hand-
writing drill, constantly emphasizing speed. On the fourth
day, four samples of each child's penmanship were taken
under the following conaitions: (1) Two at his normal
rate of speed, (2) one at his fastest speed, and (5) one
ignoring speed and working for quality.
At the beginning of the experiment, the manuscript
writers were below the norms in speed and slightly above
the norms in quality. The cursive writers w ere below the
norms for both speed ana quality. The average gain In
i
Edwin H, Reeder. Op. cit., p, 256

speed for the groups using mamscript writing was 18,25 ana
for the groups using cursive writing 8.76. The average gain
in quality for the groups using manuscript writing was ,26
and for the groups using cursive writing 1,64. At the end
of the experiment, the groups using cursive writing were
slightly above the norm in quality but much below the norm
in speea. The groups using manuscript writing were still
above the norm in quality and only six letters below the
norm in speed. The following paragraph summarizes the
findings r"^
Of course, the data secured in this study
are insufficient for final conclusions. But
they seem to show that it is entirely possible,
without undue stress, to teach children to
speed up manuscript writing to the point of
efficiency necessary in the fifth grade.
Gray'^ worked with twenty fifth grade children and
with ten adults on an experimental comparison of the move-
ments in manuscript writing and cursive writing. He chose
ten fifth grade children from the Winnetka schools who used
manuscript writing and ten children from the Elementary
school of the University of Chicago. Each one had average
speed and quality in hsndwriting. Comparisons were made
with photographic records. He found that the hand positions
i
Edwin H, Reader, Op, cit,
,
p, 260
2
William H, Gray. "An Experimental Comparison of the
Movements in Manuscript Writing and Cursive Writing."
Journal of Edacatlonal Psychology . 21:259-72 April 1930

for the two types of handwriting revealed very little differ-
ence and that the discrepancy which did exist seenaed to he
due to individual differences and not to differences in
one or the other type of writing. Since the hand position
for both types of writing appeared the same, he states;
Apparently then, the length of time con-
sumed and the character of writing are more
largely dependent upon the number of pauses
than upon the duration of the pauses, J-
In conclusion he finds four chief differences in the
movements of manuscript writing and cursive . writing
:
1, The speed of movements in writing letters
2, The number of pauses in the two types of
writing. Manuscript writing has more
pauses
.
3. The per cent of time spent in pauses at the
end of strokes is greater in manuscript
writing than it is in cursive writing.
4. Sharp changes of direction increase the
number of pauses.
p
In summarizing the experiment he says:
The results of this investigation in-
dicate then, that the differences between
manuscript writing and cursive writing are
chiefly in the speed chancres which take olace
within the writing and are l&rgely due to diff-
erences in the form of the letters.
AT
1
William H. Gray, Op, cit. p, 268
^Ibid.
,
p, 272

At the eighth level Hildreth did a st.idy on the
comparative speed of joined and unjoined writing strokes
which would measure motor sid.ll and manual dexterity similar
to that required in writing. Seventy eighth grade pupils,
twenty-seven boys and forty-three girls were given the
test individually. As a warming up device the pupils were
shown a line of the letter X and askea to make a similar
row across the paper. The pupil wasthen shown a row of
joined or unjoined vertical strokes and asked to make a
similar line across the paper with whatever slant was most
natural. The time allowance was fifteen seconds. The same
directions were given for the second stroke test. A two
minute sample of each pupil's handwriting was taken accord-
ing to the directions in Ayres "Measuring Scale for Hand-
writing."
The median for the number of unjoined strokes was
44,3 and the median for the number of joined strokes was
40,7. A very small difference was found between the number
of joined and unjoined strokes by cursive ana manuscript
writers. The median for manuscript writers on unjoined
strokes was 45.5 and for cursive writers 43.5. The median
on joined strokes for manuscript writers was 40,8 and for
cursive writers 41,5.
i
Gertrude Hildreth. "Comparative Speed of Joined and
Unjoined Writing Strokes." Journal of Educational Psychology
j
36:91-102 February 1945 ii
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The results on the Ayres handwriting test showed a
median speed in letters per minute for manuscript writers
of 80.17 and for cursive writers 85.5. The Ayres norms
for cursive writing show that 77 letters per minute is
normal for grade eight. Hildreth"*" summarizes her report
with this statement:
Because of the analogy between the tasic
of making joined and unjoined writing strokes
respectively, the latter may be assumed to
be as rapid as, if not more rapid than, cursive
style writing, provided amounts of practice and
instructional emphasis are the same.
At the adult level, the two following experiments
seem to indicate the same results. Conard and Offerman
did their research on a test of speed and quality of
manuscript writing as learned by adults. Pour of the 39
members of the class were chosen showing varying degrees
in handwriting on the Ayres and Thorndike handwriting
scale. None of the four subjects was familiar with manu-
script writing. They were given two twenty minute periods
in which to learn about manuscript writing and practice it.
They were also asked to practice it whenever possible.
Motion pictures were taken at the beginning before
there had been any practice and at the end of a week after
1
Ibid,
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2
Edith U, Conard, Elizabeth J, Offerman. "A Test of
Speed and Quality in Manuscript Writing as Learned by
Adults," Teachers College Record 31:449-467 p. 467

the tv;o twenty minute practice periods. Each subject was
asked to write the phrase "A quick brovm fox" first as fast
as possible in manuscript writing, and secondly as well as
he could in manuscript writing. The third time each sub-
ject wrote the same phrase in his ordinary cursive hand-
writing. Records and tables were made from the movies
comparing strokes, pauses, and air movements. They came
to the following conclusions:
1. There was a decided improvement in the
time consumed in making strokes.
2. Mariced improvement in the number of pauses.
3. The number of pauses increased at the be-
ginning and ending of letters.
4. Strokes were more rhymical in length.
5. Pauses occurred in a more regular order.
6. All improved in both speed and quality.
The above findings concerning rhythm and pauses are
established facts in the case of good writers in cursive
handwriting. The findings herewith indicate that manuscript
writing is a type of writing which m.ay be easily and quick-
ly acquired. Hence, if the above gain can be made in a
short time with adults, children, whose writing habits are
not so well established should show a more rapid gain.

Another experiment at the adult level .vas done by
Eady."^ In his experiment, which is written up unaer the
section Ease of Learning, on y<i college students, he came
to the follov/ing conclusions:
1. The majority of the subjects' first
speed test in cursive writing exceeded
their first speed test in manuscript
writing.
In manuscript writing, the subjects
progressed more in speed during the
first three weeks of training than
they did in the same number of practice
periods in cursive writing.
3. The majority of subjects reached a
higher degree of efficiency/ both in
speed '.nd quality in majiuscript writing
than they did in cursive writing.
1
William V. Eady. "A Comparative Study of Le-rning
in Manuscript and Cursive Writing," East Texas State
Teachers College. Masters Thesis 1937

INFLUENCE CN BEGI^TNINO READING
One of the stronsrest and most frequently quoted sr-
pruments in favor of menuscript writing is the advantage of
learning the same form of letters for both reading and writ-
ing. TTnder claims made for manuscript writing. Outright-^
states that it facilitates the learning of reading and
2
spelling. She also says:
There seem to be no studies of any
weight which would discredit the state-
ment that manuscript writing is a distinct
aid to younff children who are learning to
read print.
Supporting e_yidencje seems to uphold this statement
completely. In his article on the "Evaluation of M£nu-
script Writing," Freeman makes the statement that the
reading advantage extends into the second year of school.
Both Patty Hill"^ ana C. W, Klmmons^ say in their
1
Prudence Cutripht. "Script Print and Beginning Read-
ing and Spelling." Elementary English Review . 13:139-41
April 1936
Prudence Outright. Ibid., p. 140
3
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^Hi 11 . Charles Scrlbner»3
Sons 1924
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introduction to Marjorie Wise's book that children who learn
m&nuscript writing need to learn only the one alphabet for
reading and writing, thus reducing time and effort.
In her summary on manuscript writing, Griffiths'^ states
that the use of manuscript writing in the early grades is a
definite aid to learning to read and spell.
Through observation which she made over a perioa of
2
seven years, Walhert found that manuscript writing helps
the child to read easily and to enjoy other children's
3
creative writings. Conard makes the same statement on the
advantages which she found when she says that manuscript
writing helps to associate interests in reading with writing.
Surveys and questionnaires show that many teachers
and supervisors feel that manuscript writing is an aid to
beginning reading. Of the ninty-three superintendents who
were asked to check the advantages they believed to be
i
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3
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IJ
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true on Drohan's questionnsire, eighty-eight checked the
one which says children learn to read more easily.
The result s of a survey sent out to South African
educators by Heese and research whiph he obtained from
• the United States show that sixty-seven percent say that
manuscript writing is an aid to beginning reading and
fifteen percent say it is not an aid to reading.
A questionnaire sent out to the elementary schools of
3California by Cowan also shows that supervisors and teach
ers feel that manuscript writing aids reading.
Research seems to indicate that manuscript writing
aids the child to some extent in learning to read. No
research was found by the writer which contradicted this
point,
4Houston did an experiment on manuscript writing
1
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and progress in reading with two equated first grades. His
purpose wes to obtain further data on the influence that
the use of manuscript writing has on progress in reading
and to compare the speed and legibility of manuscript and
cursive writing. The two first grades were eqiB ted on the
basis of chronological age, mental age, and I.Q. There
were thirty-one pupils in each group. The reading program
was the same for both groups and the writing lessons which
were begun in October were the same except that group I
was taught the manuscript style of writing and group II
was taught the cursive style of writing. The teachers
rotated every two weeks. A test was given at the end of
three months to show legibility. The sentence "We liitce
to play" was written on the board and each child copied it
three times. It was scored by five people on the basis of
the Metropolitan Primary Cursive and Manuscript Handwriting
Scale and the average was taken. In May the chilaren were
tested for reading ability by the Gates Primary Reading
Test, Form I, types 1, 2, and 3. The test for speed and
legibility was repeated. The average reading age for the
manuscript group in May was 7.6; the average reading age
for the cursive group was 7.4. Houston"*" states in con-
clusion: "The reading test results show thet there is
1
Harry Houston. Ibid,
, p. 118

some advantage in exposing "beginners to print exclusively
as against using "both cursive and print writing,"
At the first grade level, "Voorhis^ experimented to
determine the influence of writing on beginning reading.
323 children, making up six first grade classes in Pu'blic
School No. 205, Brooklyn, New York were used for the ex-
periment. The children were given the following tests in
order to classify and equate them with respect to age, in-
telligence and reading status,
1. Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test: Form A
2. Detroit First Grade Test of Intelligence: Form A
3. Gates Primary Reading Test: Word Recognition:
Form 2.
Two atypical groups were not included. The six classes
which were included received identical instruction in all
subjects except handwriting. A mimeographed copy of each
day's handwriting lesson was given to each chilQ in the
form of handwriting which he was being taught. All in-
struction was given by the classroom teachers. Beginning
at the half year, two of the experimental teachers, one of
whom taught manuscript writing and the other cursive writing
exchanged classes as a check on whether it might be the
1
Thelma G. Voorhis. The Relb tive Merits ofCurs ive
and Manuscript Writing
. Bureau of Publications of Teachers
College, Columbia University for Lincoln School of Teachers
College. New York City 1931

teacher rather than the handwriting that caused the differ-
ence in progress in reading. In January, April, and June
additional tests were given to determine the reading status
These were:
January
Detroit Word Recognition Test: Form A
Gates Primary Reading Test: Wora Recognition
Form 1
April
Gates Primary Reading Test: Word Recognition
Fcrm 1
Gates Primary Reading Test: Word, Phrase and
Sentence Meaning, Form I
June
Detroit Word Recognition Test: Form A
Gates Primary Reading Test: Word Recognition
Form 2
Gates Primary Reading Test: Word, Phrase, and
Sentence Meaning, Form 2
Gates Primary Reading Test: Reading of Di-
rections, Form 2
The data secured was interpreted in view of the
following questions:^
1, Do average first grade children learn to
read more readily when taupht handwriting
by the manuscript rather than by the cursive
method?
2. Whet evidence is there in these results to
supDort or refute the belief that girls
1
Thelme G. Voorhis. Ibid., p. 28

learn to read, more readily than boys do
at this level?
3. Does the factor of attendance or non-
attendance at kindergarten affect the
reading progress of either or both ex-
perimental groups?
4. Is the final difference in reading status
in the two experimental groups due to dif-
ferences in method of teaching handwriting
or can it be attributed to teacher person-
ality?
5. Do bright or dull children reflect the
greater influence of handwriting method
on beginning reading?
On the Detroit Word Recognition test given in June
the mean score for the manuscript group was 16,57 and for
the cursive group 9.16. On the final Gates Primary Rer ding
Test: Word Recognition, the mean score for the manuscript
group was 17,59 and for the cursive group 8,02, On the
final Gates Primary Reading Test: Word, Phrase, and Sen-
tence Reading, the mean score for the manuscript group was
11,43 and for the cursive group 4.33. On the final Gates
Primary Reading Test: Reading of Directions, the mean
score for the menuscript group was 9.04 and for the cursive
group 4.56.
The chance of superiority in reading for either boys
or girls was negligible at the beginning and slightly in
favor of the girls at the end of the experiment. The effect
of kindergarten training on the final reading scores was
I'
slight. Surveys of the two classes during the experiment
showed that the suDericrlty of the manuscript writers was
not due to teacher personality.
In order to find the differences between pupils of
different mental ages, the children were divided into I.Q,
groups with 8 range of ten points. As the groups were
small, the data was suggestive rather than conclui ve.
The difference between the means of the manuscript and
cursive group with an I.Q, range of 110-119 was 11.81
and with an I.Q. range of 90-99 was 10.03,
Certain qualifications were listed. The number of
children in the experiment was not as large as would have
been desirable. Also, the general mental age of the manu-
script group was about four points higher than the general
mental age of the cursive group. This was checked by
selecting two smaller groups of equal I.Q.
The following five points were listed in the summary:
1, Distribution of reading scores of pupils
in each erroup without regard to kinder-
garten training, sex, or general mental
level, points to the decided superiority
of manuscript over cursive writing in
its influence on beginning reading,
2. There was almost no difference between the
scores of the boys and the scores of the
girls.
1
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3, The children with kinaerge.rten training
scored aporoxlmately one half word high-
er, on the average, in the June survey
than did the non-kindergarten trained
chil dren,
4, No cursive group reached or exceeded the
mean score of any manuscript group,
5, Manuscript writing is distinctly superior
to cursive writing in its effect upon
reading for each of the five mental level
groups studied.
Another experiment on the influence of manuscript
writing on reading was done at about the same time by
Howard Long and Will a Mayer"*" in the public schools, Wash-
ington, D.C.
In the fall of the year, fourteen of the most efficient
first grade teachers were selected and asked to teach manu-
script writing. All the children were given the Dearborn
Test of Intelligence in November and the Detroit Word
Recognition Test. This was checked for validity with lists
of words which had been taught. A control group was then
selected from the thirty-eight first grades which were
being taught cursive writing. The final results were
taken from 485 pupils in the manuscript group and 463
pupils in the cursive group. These pupils came from areas
1
Howard H. Long, Wllla C. Mayer. "Printing Versus
Cursive Writing in Beginning Reading Instruction" Joarnel
of Educational Research. 24: 350-55 December 1931
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of retarded culture and had an average I.Q. of 94 to 95.
All the children were taught cursive writing until the be-
ginning of the experiment in November,
During the last week of January, the Detroit Word
Recognition Test, Form B was given. The average for the
manuscript group on this test was 10.66 and for the cursive
group 7,08, On Form A which was given in November, 44,58
percent of the cursive groun got a score of zero and 33,81
percent of the manuscript group got zero. In the cursive
group, .43 percent got a score of 21 and above. No one in
the manuscript group made s score of 21 or above. On Form.
B, given in January 15,70 percent made a score of zero in
the cursive group and 9,7 percent in the manuscript group.
In the cursive group, 4.92 percent made a score of 21 and
above and 12,87 percent of the manuscript group made a
score of 21 and above.
In conclusion they write
t"^
Teaching by the cursive proceaure is
definitely less effective for reading print
than the print procedure. Print pupils score
higher than cursive pupils both after eight
weeks instruction and at the end of the
semester.
1
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INFLUENCE ON SPELLING
The evidence of influence of manuscript writing on
spelling achievement is not as conclusive as the evidence
on reading.
Supporting evidence seems to indicate that manuscript
writing favorably influences the child's spelling. In her
summary of the advantages of manuscript writing, Griffiths'''
found that it is a definite aid to learning to spell,
2
Walhert found through observiiTg the use of manuscript
writing over seven years that it is a great help in written
spelling. She found that mistakes in writing words having
any of these letters or combinations a w u b o h j
y V seldom occur because some stroke of the-letter has
been omitted,
3Under cleims made for manuscript writing, Outright
says that it facilitates the learning of spelling. Some
English educators ere convinced that it has improved
spelling,
^Nellie L. Griffiths. Manuscript Writing— Its Aavan-
ta£e3--How to Teach it. Hall and McCreary Oompany, Chicago
1937.
2
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Educati on. 8:517-519. June 1932.
Prudence Catright. "Script and Print tnd Beginning
Reading and Spelling" Elementary English Review
13:139-41 April 1936

Surveys and questionnaires show that many supervisors
and teachers feel that manuscript writing aoes aid spelling
to some degree. In 1936 Drohan"^ sent out a questionnaire
and found that fifty-four of nlnty-three superlntenaents
checked the advantage that children's spelling Is Improved,
Freeman^ found that superintendents of school systems felt
that manuscript writing helps In spelling,
A survey of the elementary schools In California by
Cowan"^ end a survey of the rural schools of Iowa by Glles^
both Indicated that manuscript writing was considered an
aid to spelling.
Research does not seem to entirely agree with the
supporting claims for the influence of manuscript writing
or spelling. There seems to be very little research done
on this point.
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The effect of manuscript writing on learning to spell
in the first grade was studied by Lindahl^ in the Mishawak
Public Schools throughout the school year of 1936-1957.
The children in the first grades were divided into two
groups: one group was taught manuscript writing throughout
the year and the other group was taught cursive writing
throughout the year. No formal spelling lessons were given
but the children who showed a desire to write were en-
couraged by the teacher and helped with the spelling.
At the end of the year the children were given a
written spelling test of sixty words taken from the first
grade list in "Progress in Spelling" by Horn and Ashbaugh.
These were divided into six groups and given over a period
of several days.
The median number of words correct for the five classes
which were taught manuscript writing was 44. The meaian
number of words correct for the five classes which were
taught cursive writing was 16,
Exact findings could not be taken from this study due
to the absence of Intelligence quotients for all the
children Involved in the study. However, it was pointed
out that intelligence tests previously given to these
1
Hannah M, Lindahl. "Effect of Manuscript Writing on
Learning to Spell." Childhood Education
.
14:277-8
February 1938

children showed that the general intelligence of the
children in the various schools was on about the same
level. She concludes:'^
In view of the fact that the median
for the children who had "been taught manu-
script was almost three times as large as
the median for the children who had been
taught cursive writing, we may conclude
that this study seems to support the state-
ment that the teaching of manuscript writ-
ing Indirectly promotes the learning of
spelling,
A study to measure the relationship of manuscript
writing to the spelling achievement of elementary children
2in the second and third grades was done by Varty, He used
the children in Public Schools 69 and 89 in the Bronx and
Public School 156 in Manhattan as the experimental group
because manuscript writing was used in these schools. The
children for the controlled or cursive writing group were
taken from Public Schools 96 and 97 in the Bronx and Public
School 87 in Manhattan. This made a total of 448 experi-
mental cases and 663 controlled cases. The groups were
equated on the basis of chronological age, the Kuhlmann-
Anderson Intelligence Test, the Gates Primary Reading Test
and the Gates Silent Reading Test,
1
Hannah M, Llndahl. Op. cit.
,
p. 278
2
Johnathan Varty. "Manuscript Writing and Spelling
Achievement." Bureau of Publications Teachers College,
Columbia University, Mew ^ov'< C'ty, 1938

The words for the spelline, test were tak:en from four
different spelling books. The percentage of expected diffi-
culty for each half grade was established by the Ashbough
Spelling Scale and the Buckingham extension of the Ayres
Spelling Scale. The list was broken down into three groups:
(1) the taught word series which consisted of words taught
in the same half grade in all schools and not previously
taught. (2) Non- taught word series v/hich consisted of
words v/hich were found on the Buckingham and Ashbough scales
but not officially taught in any of the schools. (3) Equated
word series which consisted of words previously taught in all
schools, words taught in the experimental schools but not
in the controlled schools, and words taught in the control
schools but not in the experimental schools.
The experiment extended over one semester. Each ex-
aminer was given a written set of directions and each school
received the same test on the same day.
The data was first analyzed by group to group matching.
Groups were equated on initial spelling status, mental age
and initial spelling status, chronological age ana initial
spelling status, end initial spelling and initial reading
status. In summarizing, he says:^
The infl lence of the experimental factor
on the experimental trait was analyzed when
1
Johnathan Varty. Op. cit. p. 26

the eroup to group method of equating was
used. Differences in the gain in spelling
"between the experimental and the controll
group were not, on the whole, large enough
to be statistically significant. Therefore,
these differences cannot be regarded as con-
clusive evidence that the style of writing is
associatea with spelling gain.
Person to person matching was evaluated to obtain differ-
ences in terms of the taught word series, the non-taught word
series, the equated word series, and the total word series.
A summary of the findings indicates that''"
In the taught word series, the net ad-
vantage, if any, accrued to the controll
group, while in the non-tsught series, the
experimental group was favored, A cumulative
factor in favor of the experimental group for
the non- taught word series is indicated, al-
though there is not sufficient evidence to
support a more conclusive statement. The
findings reported for the equated word series
are previously presentea and no definite trend
in either direction is indicated. In the total
word series there is a slight advantage accru-
ing to the controll group, although the relia-
bility of the differences is so small as to be
insignificant.
In the final summary of the whole experiment Varty
found that: (1) The data presented indicated that manu-
script writing is of no more assistance than cursive writing
in aiding spelling gain for the population used in this
experiment, (2) If manuscript writing does influence
spelling to any degree it probably lies in the area of in-
cidental learning.
1
Ibia
.
,
p , 35

INFLUENCE ON ^JVRITTEN COMPOSITION
The Influence of manuscript writing on written com-
position does not seem to appear in the earlier research.
Supporting evidence seems to agree completely that
manuscript writing does aid written expression to some
extent. The advantage that manuscript writing satisfies
the young child* s desire to write was stated under general
1 2
cleims by both Outright and Conard,
The practice of changing from manuscript to cursive
writing seems to have some influence on the quality of
written composition. Freeman found that the advantage of
fluence of expression extends into the second year. The
effect of the change in handwriting at the end of the
second and first half of the third grade seems to concern
Falk,^ He writes:
One objection to that practice directly
concerns teachers who ere interested in lang-
uage. The shift is made at a time when the
Prudence B, Outright. "Script Print and Beginning
Reading and Spelling," Elementary English Review
.
13:139-41. April 1936
2
Edith U. Conard. "Growth of Manuscript Writing in the
United States." Childhood Education
.
11:170-4. January 1935
3Prank M, Freeman. "Evaluation of Manuscript Writing."
Elementary School Journal
.
36:446-455. February 1936
*Ethel M. Palk. "Special Tools that Facilitate Ex-
pression: Handwriting Teaching Language in the Elementary
School." 43rd Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, Part II. Chicago 19^4. p. 161-164

child is ju3t beginning to want to write his
own letter or story instead of participating
in group composition. The transfer to the
new form of writing often upsets the pupil *s
feeling of competence In getting these In-
dividual Ideas on paper (a difficult process
In those grades under even the most favorable
conditions) and stlltlfies creative efforts.
Surveys and questionnaires also seem to Indicate
that manuscript favorably Influences written e3q)resslon.
Of the nlnty- three superintendents who checked advantages
listed on Drohan»s^ questionnaire, sixty agreed that
children's written con?)osltlon Is more freely expressed.
On his survey of the elementary schools In California
Cowan^ found that teachers and supervisors feel that manu-
script writing enables the child to use writing as a form
of expression much earlier, A survey of the Rural schools
of Iowa by Olles*^ shows the same results.
The research on the Influence of manuscript writing
on written expression shows somewhat conflicting conclu-
sions.
1
Gertrude Drohan. "Extent of the Use of Manuscript
Writing or Print Script," Elementary Engl 1 sh Review
13:287-90 December 1936
2
Audley W, Cowan. "Manuscript Writing: Its Experi-
mental Bases and Its Usage In the Elementary Schools of
California." Leland Stanford Junior University, Master's
Thesis 1940
3Wllma B, Giles. "Manu' cript Writing in the Rural
Schools of Iowa," Master's Thesis, Iowa 1940

A study on the comparison of cursive and manuscript
writing as it affects language problems in the primary
grades was done by Selma Hill"^ in 1937. Her problem was
to compare the effect of manuscript and cursive writing
on children* s language compositions in grades one through
three.
Composition specimens without corrections were taken
from the first three grades in twelve schools using manu-
script writing and twelve schools using cursive writing.
A total of 3,000 specimens from ten of each of the twelve
schools were used for the final analysis. A report was
sent with each group of specimens stating:
1, The number of minutes per week spent in
formal writing class.
2, The number of minutes per week spent on
regular language period.
3, The amount of time spent on language
teaching in connection with the composi-
tion specimens,
4, The actual time spent in writing the
specimens.
The specimens were analyzed for quantity, fluency,
i
Selraa Hill, "Comparisons of Cursive and Manuscript
Writing as it Affects Language Problems in the Primary
Grades." Master »s Thesis, Iowa, 1937

expression, end variety of vocabulary. She also analyzed
the data for kinds of sentences used and the variety of
nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives used.
In her conclusions she states:
1, In terms of the use made in written ex-
pression, manuscript writing is more
rapidly learned than cursive writing.
2, Manuscript writing facilitates written
expression,
3, Manuscript writing tends to aid fluency of
expression.
4, Manuscript writing tends to aid in the
development of vocabulary,
A study on what effect the shift from manuscript to
cursive writing has on the pupils* writing and composition
work in the intermediate grades was reported by Walter
Goetsch,^ The cities from which data was taken were chosen
on the basis of six points: (1) Size, (2) Location,
(3) Size of school population, (4) Method of handwriting
instruction in use, (5) The time when the shift to cursive
writing is made, and (6) The time devoted to the teaching
of handwriting. The two control cities which were Park,
i
Walter R. Goetsch. "Effect of Early Handwriting In-
struction." Elementary School Journal . 36:290-8 December
1935

Illinois and Gary, Indiana taught cursive writing in all
grades according to the Palmer system. The two e^Q^eriment-
al cities which were Aurora, Illinois and Grand Rapids,
Michigan taught manuscript writing in the first two grades
and shifted to cursive writing at the beginning of the
third grade. The Zaner-Bloser method of handwriting was
used.
Grades, three, four, and five were used in the ex-
periment and were equated as far as possible on ability
and the length of instruction. Two specimens were
collected from each pupil. The first was a three minute
composition in which the pupils were asked to write the
number, names, one, two, three, etc., without inserting
commas. The second was a composition on the topic "What I
do on Saturday." These were written during the regular
composition hour under direction of the regular teacher
according to directions furnished by the writer of the
article. A total of 3,147 specimens was collected.
The handwriting specimens were analyzed for speed
and quality. The compositions were analyzed for the
number of words used, the number of sentences used, and
the quality of composition. In conclusion she states:^
T
Selma 3111. Comparisons of Cursive and Manuscript
Writing as it Affects Language Problems in the Primary
Grades." Master » sThesl s , Iowa, 1937 p. 297

1. Pupils who were taught manuscript writing
In grades one and two have little difficulty
changing to cursive writing.
2. The speed of handwriting In the later grades
Is not affected by the type of hand?rrltlng
Instruction given In the lower grades,
3. No evidence of superiority in developing
an acceptable quality of writing is shown
for either type of handwriting instruction
in the early grades,
4. If the claim is accepted that pupils in
the primary grades using manuscript writing
can write longer compositions and can ex-
press themselves with greater ease than
pupils using cursive writing, then the
evidence of this study seems to show that
there is some carry over when a shift in
handwriting is made.
5. The data gathered give no evidence that
either form of hand?rriting training in
the early grades is conducive to better
quality of compositions in the later
grades.

INFLUENCE ON ABILITY TO READ HANDTOITING
One disadvantage of manuscript writing frequently
mentioned is that children who learn that style will have
difficulty reading cursive writing.
Supporting evidence seems to indicete that the problem
of reading cursive writing for the child who is learning
manuscript writing is a slight disadvantage. Opponents of
manuscript writing according to Voorhis^ feel that children
who are taught manuscript writing will have difficulty
o
reading the cursive writing of their elders, Griffiths
feels that if manuscript writing is taught, cursive writing
should be taught for reading purposes at about the second
grade.
One disadvantage listed by Patty Hill was the
difficulty in reading cursive handwriting.
1
Thelma G. Voorhis, "The Relative Merits of Cursive
and Manuscript Writing." Bureau of Publications of Teachers
College, Columbia University for Lincoln School of Teachers
College, New York City, 1931.
2
Nellie L, Griffiths. Manuscript Writing— Its Ad-
vantages --How to Teach it . Hall and McCreary Company.
Chicago 1937.
3
Marjorie Wise. On the Technique of Manuscript Writing
with an Introduction by Patty Smith Hill . Charles Scribner'a
Sons. 1924

^3
Criticisms from parents and educators were answered
by Beatty."^ In replying to the criticism that the children
will be unable to read cursive writing, he explains that
opportunities for reading cursive writing are introduced
in the elementary grades. It is used by the teachers on
the board and each child brings a sample of his parents
writing. These are exchanged for practice in reading
highly individualized cursive handwriting.
The Dean of the University of Southern California,
Ernest Tiegs,^ presents a different point of view:
Since cursive writing is in general use,
most pupils will need to leprn it in time,
and even a slightly greater initial difference
might prove easier in the end than becom-
ing familiar with printing, then learning
manuscript, and finally learning cursive
writing.
Surveys and questionnaires indicate that some teachers
and supervisors feel manuscript writing does create a
problem for the reading of cursive handwriting. Through a
questionnaire which she sent out to 93 superintendents
Drohan^ found 38 who checked the disadvantage that children
^William W, Beatty, "Manuscript Writing, An Effective
Tool for Adult Life." Nations Schools 18:30-32 September
1936.
^Ernest W, Tiegs, The Management of Learning in the
Elementary Schools, Longmans Green and Company, New York
London, etc, 1937,
^Gertrude Drohan, "Extent of the Use of Manuscript
Writing or Print Script," Elementary English Review,
13:278-90 December 1936
1
!

may be unable to read cursive and 44 checked the fact that
eventually children will have to learn cursive writing
anyway.
A survey of the rural schools of Iowa by Giles-^ showed
that some of the teachers and supervisors felt the child
will be unable to read cursive writing and that time is
too limited to teach both.
Through the questionnaire which was sent to South
African Educators, and research obtained from the United
States, Heese^ came to the conclusion that the data did
not confirm or deny the statement that children using
manuscript writing have difficulty reading cursive writing.
Research on the influence of manuscript writing on
the ability to read handwriting appears to be lacking.
The writer was unable to find any controlled studies on
this subject.
'•Wilma B. Giles. "Manuscript Writing in the Rural
Schools of Iowa," Masters Thesis, Iowa, 1940
J, Dev. Heese. "Use of Manuscript Writing in South
African Schools," Journal of Educational Research .
40:161-177, November 1946
I.
^
CTRREUT PRACTICES IN MANUSCRIPT
WRITING
The difference between manuscript
and caralve writing
appears to be In the letter form only
and not In the
method of teaching. In her book on
the Technlqae of
Manuscript Writing. Marjorle Wlse^ states
that any method
Which can be used for teaching
cursive writing can also
be used for manuscript writing.
Through his experiment
on the comparison of the movements
In manuscript writing
and cursive writing. Oray^ found
that a study of the hand
positions revealed very little difference.
The use of manuscript writing In
the schools seems
to have spread some since Its
Introduction to the United
States m 1921. In 1936 Drohan' sent out 460
questionnaires
to schools m evexT st* e of which 346
were returned. She
found that (1) 123 cities with a
population over 100,000
in 36 states were using manuscript
writing. (2) three
cities had discontinued manuscript
writing. (3) two cities
^arjorle Wise. M the Technlgue of
with an Introduction bj Patty Smith Hill.
Charie
Sons. 1924
^William H. Gray. "An ^^^^^^^^^^^ ,Tll''^llZ
°^
Movements m Manuscript Writing "^^^urslve
Writing.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 21i259-78
Aprii
3 ^ J n "Prtent of the Use of ManuscriptGertrude Drohan. Ex x _ oavlew.
Writing or Print Script." Elementar;
Knglish Re i .
13:278-90 December 1936
\
Intended to discontinue manuscript writing, (4) four
cities were undecided. (5) thirteen cities planned to
teach it beyond the primary grades or in other than ex-
perimental buildings,
A survey of the Elementary Schools of California by
Cowan^ showed that in 1939 twenty-five per cent of the
Elementary Schools surveyed use mamscript writing and
thirteen supervisors had discontinued manuscript writing,
pLucia Keim of the Germantown Friends Schools sent
230 questionnaires throughout the United States in 1931
and received 164 usable returns. She found (1) Three
schools had used manuscript writing for ten years. (2)
In 1929 one hundred and fifty- two schools were using
manuscript writing. (3) Five schools had discontinued the
use of manuscript writing, (4) Three times as many private
schools use manuscript writing as do public schools.
Practices and opinions on changing from manuscript
to cursive writing vary greatly. The majority of opinion,
however, seems to tend toward changing from manuscript to
T
Audley W. Cowan. "Manuscript Writing: Its Experi-
mental Bases and Its Usage in the Elementary Schools of
California." Leland Stanford Junior University. Master's
Thesis. 1940
2
Lucia Keim. "Present Status and Significance of
Manuscript Writing, " Journal of Educational Research
24:115-26. September 1931

cursive writing In the elementary grades, Hildreth
found that general opinion heartily approved manuscript
writing in the lower grades, that the change is generally
recommended at the end of the second grade or et the be-
ginning of the third grade, and that teachers seem to
accept the fact that a change should he made.
In his article on the Evaluation of Manuscript writing
Freeman states that in his opinion the change should be
made during the second half of the second grade.
The superintendent of schools in Akron, Ohio, Ralph
Waterhouse^ feels that the cursive alphabet should be
presented dijirlng the last six weeks of grade two so that,
beginning in grade three it may become the common means of
expression,
Palk^ found that the shift from manuscript to cursive
writing seemed to be rather generally made in the last half
1
Gertrude Hildreth. "Should Manuscript Writing be
Continued in the Upper Grades." Elementary School Journal .
45:85-93. October 1944
2
Frank N. Freeman, "Evaluation of Manuscript Writing,"
Elementary School Journal
. 36:446-55. February 1936.
Ralph H. Waterhouse. "Functional Advantages of Manu-
script Writing." Educational Method . 18:122-3 December 1938
*Ethel M. Falk. "Special Tools that Facilitate Ex-
pression: Handwriting. Teaching Largiage in the Elementary
School." 43rd Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education. Part II. Chicago 1944. p, 161-164.
II
of the second or first half of the third. He felt, how-
ever, that the change should be delayed until the fourth
grade.
Through his survey of South African Schools and
research from the United States, Heese^ came to two con-
clusions: The schools should begin with manuscript writing
and end with cursive writing.
In summarizing their report on experimental comparisons
of print script and cursive writing. Gates and Brown^ state
that in general, for all round usefulness, print script
seems to be more suitable In the primary grades (one and
two) and cursive writing In the grades above four with
three uncertain,
3
Jaunlta Bell In her article on Whet is Maiuscript
Writing stated that the change Is generally made In the
third grade. The trend, according to Marlon Lewry^ of
i
J. Dev. Heese. "Use of Manuscript Writing in South
African Schools," Journal of Educational Research 40:161-77
November 1946
2
Arthur I. Gates and Helen Brown. "Experimental Com-
parisons of Print Script and Cursive Writing." Journal of
Educational Research
. 20:1-14 January 1929.
'^Jaunlta T. Bell. "What is Manuscript Writing." Grade
Teacher. 62:32 October 1944
Marion E. Lewry. "Improving Manuscript Writing in
the Primary Grades." Elementary School Journal 47:508-15
May 1947
II
)
Public School 96 in New York City is to use manuscript
writing in grades one and two, and change to cursive writing
in grade three.
The inspector of public schools in Picton, Ontario,
C.E, Stothers^ finds after using manuscript writing for ten
years in the Wellington Consolidated school that it is
definitely superior in grades one through four and that
the change may be made in grade four if it is desired,
A different point of view is presented by Washburne
2
and Morphett. They say:
Without statistical evidence we would say
out of our experience of a number of years that,
if a child is to make the change from manuscript
to cursive writing, the later he makes the change
the better up to junior high school age. Our
reason for this statement is partly our observa-
tion and partly the obvious fact that, when the
coordinations are first being made end have not
become thoroughly established as automatic, there
is a great deal of confusion in changing styles
of writing. When, however, the coordinations
ere adequately made, the cursive writing cen be
developed from the manuscript without breaking
down the established habits.
The continuance of manuscript writing through the
grades does not seem to have as much support, Hildreth
1
C. E. Stothers. "Print Writing" School (Elementary
Edition) 27:232-5 Novemoer 1938.
2
C. W, Washburne, end M. V. Morphett. "Manuscript
Writing - Some Recent Investigations," Elementary School
Journal 37:517-29 March 1937
3
Gertrude Hildreth. "Should Manuscript Writing be
Continued in the Upper Grades." Elementary School Journal
45:85-93 October 1944,

asks a few pointed questions in relation to changing from
manuscript to cursive writing.
Are schools insisting on a change to
cursive writing because cursive writing
Is the only method that upper grade teach-
ers are prepared to teach? Is the failure
to experiment with manuscript writing more
extensively in the upper grades due to the
resistance of the teachers to modification
in school practices? Do thosewho advocate
the change because of deterioration in the
quality of manuscript writing generalize
from a fringe of poor writers to "be found
in every class?
In presenting the case for manuscript writing Howard"^
feels that the change is made mainly to appease the parents.
1
Howard, M. E. "Case for Manuscript Writing."
Elementary English Review
. 14:177-8 May 1947

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In suirmiarizing, it appears that manuscript writing
has been generally accepted at the primary level. The
evidence for the intermediate grades, upper grades, end
adult level show conflicting evidence.
The data in the preceding chapter indicates the
following conclusions;
1. Manuscript Writing is more easily learned.
Research seems to indicate that this is
true for the adult as well as the child.
2. Manuscript Writing is more legible than
cursive writing,
3. The data on the relative speed of manuscript
writing shows conflicting conclusions. The
supporting evidence shows almost evenly
divided opinion on the comparative speed
of the two types of handwriting. Surveys
and questionnaires indicate that manuscript
writing is slower than cursive writing. At
the primary level, research indicetes that
manuscript can be learned and written
faster than cursive writing. Research
above the primary level seems to show
that manuscript writing can be lesrned

more rapidly than cursive writing but
that cursive writing lends Itself more
readily to speed and fluency. It appears,
however, that manuscript writing can, with
practice, be written sufficiently fast for
ordinary purposes,
4, Manuscript writing seems to be a definite
aid to the child in beginning reading,
5, Manuscript writing appears to aid spelling
somewhat through incidental learning.
Supporting evidence, surveys, and ques-
tionnaires Indicate that manuscript writing
does aid spelling. The limited research
on this point indicates that if manuscript
writing does aid spelling it is through
Incidental learning.
6, Manuscript writing seems to aid the
child's written expression in the primary
grades. Above the primary grades the in-
fluence of manuscript writing on written
composition seems to be doubtful,
7, Manuscript Writing creates a problem for
the child in reading cursive writing

which can be corrected through practice
and Instruction in the school.
The use of manuscript writing is still
somewhat limited to private schools and
to the primary grades end experimental
rooms in the public schools. Some
schools have discontinued the use of
manuscript writing. The majority of
opinion indicates that a change from
manuscript writing to cursive writing
should be made and that it should occur
between the second and fourth grades.
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